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Tucson, like many other cities in the United States, presents a fragmented infrastructure. This city's

destinations are disconnected from one another and our cities keep sprawling without paths. Huge parking lots
have become one of the most identifiable symptoms of this condition.

People and events are so spread out that individual activities almost never get the chance to grow
together. Parking lots contribute to the decreasing level of activity and intensity of public life that could
happen out in our cities. The way in which we are composing our cities does not inspire a sequence of events

to take place. Children would rather watch TV because of the dull outside, and who would find particularly
interesting to sit on a bench to watch nothing but cars passing by.

I

usually wonder where would architecture go. Is it worthy to design a nice façade if what we enjoy of

it are five seconds at 35 miles per hour. It is for this reason

that our cities present this homogeneous quality. All

that matters is convenience of access. Our environment is indeed deteriorating; our lives are developing inside
walls. The emptiness existent in the city is blurred by the speed at which we move and by having the conve-

nience of parking our cars as close as possible to the world within walls.
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The dispersal of infrastructure is a challenge for architects and other designers. It is impossible to

return to the time were people walked and when our cities were built in small increments. As architects, we can
do more than passively accept or cooperate with the "inevitable" no -man land quality of oversized

parking lots that contribute to homogeneity, disintegration of public life and

fracture the

infrastructure of our cities.
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In considering the way in which Strip Malls could be redesigned, it is important to identify the social

and political changes that have shaped the development of Urban America in the 20th century.

A Chevy Camaro advertisement said: "A car that makes you wish the world was paved with con-

crete" (Kay, p83). There is no need for whisking that because it already is; America devotes more land to our
cars than to our homes. In the wilderness, we lay 370,000 miles of road on just the Forest Service's 300,000

square miles. This represents more than a mile of road per square mile of wooded wilderness. This means that
we are planting a vast asphalt monoculture. The fact is that our nation is wrapped in 38,4 million acres of roads
and parking lots (Kay .p83).

The emergence of the motorcar period brought grand expectations to the era that saw it rise. The spirit

of the progressive movement

in politics buttressed by progress in technology was changing the outlook

of

this nation at the end of the 19th century. During the World's Columbia Exposition in Chicago 1898, urban

planners for parks and civic spaces saw the American landscape with optimism. They believed that the automobile would be the agent for renewal

of our crowded and polluted cities. The vehicle was believed to decant the

city into the countryside and connect the countryside to the city.
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In this way, the car would be serving mobility and opportunity all at once. The automobile was an

attractive reform method because it required individual instead of collective action.

In 1893, historian Frederick Jackson Turner said that Americans needed to reach new frontiers. This

meant that each person could have their private frontier. This idea changed urban America in the 20`h century. It

was undoubtedly a period of economic vitality and urban reformations. In 1909, civic movements started in

the cities. Daniel Burnham, Charles Mckine and Frederick Olmstead were leading expansions and re-urbanization of cities. These City Beautiful reformers were reordering the cityscape by upgrading streets and easing
traffic, elevating urban arterials, creating regional highways, installing imperial European parks and grand
vistas. That same year the Ford Model T made its debut. This model transformed the handmade artifact that
only the elite could afford into a mass produced machine for the many. This vehicular revolution made driving

even more popular than ever before.

The cityscape as well as its domestic architecture kept changing as the automobile gained more

power. Architects such as Ernest Flagg and Frank Lloyd Wright where designing built -in garages in houses,

"A new type of City House"

(Kay, p.144 -148). As a result, builders looked for wider lots to cater the

automobiles, thus creating a new type of city where the distance between destinations was so big that the
use of sidewalks disappeared.
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Garages gained prominence. Architecture became undoubtedly bound to the car. Most retail stores
began to send branches to follow their clients to the peripheries or to the "new frontiers" as Turner used to say.
In 1925 Sears decided to open only suburban shops because they where the ones whose style suited motorists

or the new urban America. The storefront of these new stores were set back from the street to serve angled
parking in front or wrapped with asphalt all around (Kay p.182). Parking dominated architecture was soon
flanking what Reyner Banham calls "The first linear downtowns ". The scale of the stores changed to fit the
scale of the roads. The speed at which people experienced the cityscape required buildings to be big and to

have a sign that could catch the eye of the motorists. Billboards started to substitute the nice architecture and

the beautiful facades that once attracted the people. The need for speed was just butchering our landscape.

The modern architects started to absorb the car culture. In the 1932 International Style show, Le

Corbusier displayed his project for apartment towers in a park girded by highways. His doctrine reinforced
the Asphalt mind -set of engineers and planners. On the other hand, while Le Corbusier's visions were of high

towers, Wright's were of a future off the arterial. He proposed Broadacre, a "vision of the horizontal house ".
There every broadacre citizen would have its own car to drive in a multiple lane highway. This highway
would make travel safe and less congested. (Kay, p.216). These two proposals were motor -centered designs.
They combined roads with zones for look -alike subdivisions for single family houses.
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Le Corbusier and Wright started to envision the landscape of an asphalt nation and the disappearing

of the city center. In other words, today's cityscape.

After World War II, large-scale builders like those of Leviltown were fulfilling the severe need of post

war housing crisis. In addition to that, the United States started to finance toll roads, and within a decade,
Americans had doubled the 25 million automobiles that it used to have. This together with the affordability
and availability of prefabricated structures, created what Wright and Le Corbusier were foreseeing, A nation of

Home owning suburbanites (Kay p.227). No longer Commercial buildings lined the boulevards. The rear window of our car began revealing suburban areas flanked by billboards and strip shopping backed off from the

streets with vast car lots.

Is the automobile destroying our public realm and its architecture? A critic Reyne Banham noted

that instead of action, Americans have motion in their cities. Architecture has become introverted, escaping

the lifeless streets. Anthropologist Mac Auge uses the term "Non- Places" to describe our cities. He states
that this word describes a network of spaces -strip malls, shopping malls and motorways - that cosumes
land and expand the impact of the commercial built environment beyond its traditional urban focus in order
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to create insubstantial sites. This word -Non-Place- certainly epitomizes today's condition of supermodernity.
This condition is motivated by capitalism and the desire for speed and efficiency. Cars have compressed
time and distance, but it has taking us further away from our communities, segregating our social and

working lives into specific zones of activities. The auto age has been eradicating stable surroundings were
people congregate to record a cultural presence as a group and as an individual. Architect Peter Calthorpe

agrees in that the public spaces in our cities have become secondary to the space shaped by motion. This has
destroyed what Peter Calthorpe defines as an aesthetic of "Place ". He divides this aesthetic in four dimensions: scale, pace, pattern and bounds. He regards an auto -centric environment as the antithesis of all four.

(Kay,p64)
-The scale swells to the overblown size of the highway. It is oversized, isolated, and lacking of

texture.
-The pace is that of a 70mph driver viewing only land -blurring backdrops and featureless boxes.
-The pattern is the unleashed, randomly moving vehicle; not the defined ordered sidewalks,

entrances and facades of traditional pedestrian streets.

-The Bounds are limitless and characterless. They also negate human dimension.
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Case studies

Infili has been used as a method for depaving American cities. These projects have been increasing

the density and reweaving the torn fabric of the city. One example of this was the tackling of desolate Strip
malls of the 1950's and 60's. Half a dozen Safeway grocery stores in the United States had agreed to park the

customer cars behind. Consequently, many streetscapes were re-urbanized promoting walkability for shoppers
and access for retirees who stroll out from their apartments near by. Another example of this was the increase

of 20% business in several Taco Time chain stores that have put their parking behind their restaurants. (Kay,
p.328).

In 1980, The National Trust for historic preservation created a program called "300 places Proud ".

This program has been trying to help join the public and private sector to restore the nation small towns. The

plan was interested in making communities whole in order to generate vitality. One of the key aspects of the

program was to urge merchants to consider their store fronts as a place for celebration and special events. In
other words, they wanted to retrofit the streetscapes with amenities instead of reinventing them. (Kay, p.328).

Another interesting project was designed for the Georgia Dome's parking lot during the Olympic
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games in 1996. In this project, the parking lot was weaved with other practices of daily life: banking,
snacking, buying the newspaper, etc. Ninety feet metal structures were placed in the parking lot to function as
public spaces. They provide spaces for picnics, cash machines, snack vendors. Inside each column a video

projector is programed to show movies of events happening at the place. (Spens, p.83). These few examples
have proven to instill an enthusiasm for creating environments that are more humane.

Today, distance and spatial segregation makes us have a separate trip to separate places to satisfy our
daily needs. The car has become a private isolated room in which we spend great part of our lives. This auto -

dependent mobility and the sprawling of our cities are denying the children, the handicaps, the elderly and the
single parents from enjoying their surroundings. The sprawl in our cities fails to give independence and liberty

of their own to these people. A study comparing ten -year olds in a walkable Vermont town and children in a
new Orange County suburb revealed that the Vermont children had three times the mobility and places they

could get on their own, while those in Orange County watch four times as much TV (Kay, p.25).

Mother study on the cost of sprawl was done by the Department of Housing and Urban Development Study in 1974. This study stated that when cities span great distances, the United States spends more
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money on more infrastructure, longer wires are required, pipes for water, sewage, drainage and electricity. It
was reported that new homes in virgin soil produce a net public cost of 700$ to 2,000$ per dwelling
(Kay, p.132). Sprawl means more cost, more pollution and more disintegration

of our cities. The growth of

our cities is being allowed without quality of growth.

Governmental efforts in the 60's and 70's to shape public environment through urban design and
public policy have been largely abandoned in favor of private initiatives that subsidize, develop and manage

public landscapes. For many years, Malls have been establishing the link between human needs, social inter-

actions and commercial activities. This has caused the American cities to turn inward. They turn shoppers into
a passive spectator, an isolated individual in a fantasy context, not a genuine one. These enclaves usually turn

their back to the streets and to the surrounding neighborhoods. For example, San Francisco has recently

revised a plan for downtown to allow atrium instead of required open outdoor spaces. Our contexts are being

guarded against as if it were a hostile place. This reflects a profound distrust of streets as public places. This is
bringing terrible consequences to the city life. Public parks are being locked, plazas are moving indoors. Our

public spaces are becoming essentially private and controlled by commercial interests.
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Public landscapes in America are filled with confusion about the purpose of public spaces. (Francis, p.57).
The meaning of public space is disappearing.

Usually the criteria for successful public spaces (as regarded by many people) are maintenance, absence of vandalism and lack of complains, but researchers such as Donald Appleyard, Stephen Carr, Randolph

Helster Jr, Jan Gehl, Kevin Lynch and others, have identified critical ingredients for good public spaces. (Francis,
p.57). These are:

-Spaces should invite access for all.
-Spaces should fill the need of different kinds of people (old and young).
-Spaces should have an environmental meaning and learning.
- They should encourage user manipulation, appropriation and transformation.

An example of such spaces is the Market Places common in Europe or Scandinavian cities. Market

places are `Place Ballet" as Seamon and Nordin describe it. Market places are a place of changing people and
physical structures.
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Another example is the Yerba Buena Gardens Projects in Phoenix -Arizona. This project transformed
a hostile, vacant roof top into a public garden. It addresses the unfulfilled curiosity of children and serves as
a recreational place to all young and old people. The design includes a sundial garden where art installations

could be displayed. In addition to that, there are small structures for fairs and bazaars. Children can create
murals on the walls. This provides a variety of graphics, or a kinetic overlay to the space. (Spens, p. 98). Spaces
like this create an attachment of people to the landscape and thus to the cities.
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Design Project.

The design project explores a direction for bringing back what American cities have been loosing, the
visible and physical manifestation of community life. The project's chief concern is to tackle one of the most

recognizable symptoms of the sprawl condition. These are the vast areas of parking lots that are not only
widening the gap between functions and people, but also contribute to the decreasing level of activity and
intensity of public life in the city. The idea is to find a prototype that would change the urban role of parking

lots and consequently that of the Strip Malls.

The project looks at Strip Malls as potential areas for intervention in the contemporary cityscape. The

opportunity to rethink these buildings arise from:
-Strip Malls form a very important element of the contemporary urban fabric. The underlying trend
of American cities is towards the convenience of one stop shopping.
-Strip Malls take over a lot of our landscape. They grow by a production unit of 160,000 sq. /ft, and
their provision of free accessible parking area is of 80% of the total site area.

-The low density of these commercial blocks permits new uses for infili projects to happen.
-The popularity of these malls makes them a potential area where public life could prosper.
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-Their parking lots are inhibiting the successful link or relationship between people and their
surroundings. This spatial separation does not encourage or protect channels of communication
between people.

-Restructure the single purpose strip into a dense mix use zone.
-Reduce the aesthetic dominance of the parking lot.

-Integrate existing uses with the new ones by respecting their operations and existing building
masses.
-Site landscaping and frontage treatment of existent strip mall.

-Create a public domain more usable and memorable in which the community can adopt an active
role and an exploratory attitude towards it.
-Provide a rich perceptual mix of people and functions.

-Attract foot traffic. Entrances and parking should provide comfortable rout for
pedestrians.
-Integrate uses into the larger community without nostalgically imitating old towns. The design
should respond to the present condition instead of avoiding it.
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-The program generated from site observation and site analysis of the area.
-The program will include community facilities not offered in the area.

-Square footage of program will be done according to population served

by the neighborhood

strip mall.

-Each use should benefit not only the neighborhood but also the existing retail stores in order to
achieve a symbiotic relationship.
-Uses should provide uses to all ages.

-Site analysis includes land use plan, zoning codes, demographic studies and observations on site.
Demographics were taken from 1990 census track # 46.03, #46.07 and #47.06.

Program includes:
Outdoor Public Spaces/ Recreational facilities.
Plaza, playgrounds, sport grounds, running track, market area, basketball courts, tennis
courts.

-Contribute to new uses and activities in the area.
-These functions could be used during the day and night
-They promote spontaneous interaction between people.

-They provide existent retailers a space to extend their business to an outdoor space.

-They take advantage of the weather.
-They bring a cultural dimension to the area.
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-They provide a space for people to express themselves as a community.
New retail stores
Open cafes, specialty stores, etc.
-These new uses will help maintain high activity in the area.

Institutional
Neighborhood library, small music school, small art school.
-These uses help maintain the mix of people in the area (all ages, races, etc).
-Increase activity level during the weekdays.

Office Spaces
Designedfor small satellite offices.
-They increase daytime activity.
-Provides the neighborhoods a place to establish their business.
-Gives spaces for neighborhood associations to manage activities in the area.

Housing
One, two and three bedroom apartments.
-They will help to increase density.

-They bring a variety of ages and interests to the area.
-They will benefit people who would really need to interact with a larger part of society.
The elderly, handicaps single parents and children would really take advantage from this
type of housing.
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detached housing
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The site is located on the corner of Magee and Oracle. This is a residential area on the foothills,
outside the Tucson City limits. This neighborhood may be partially developed now, but the existent vacant
land would be developed in the near future. The site was picked on a suburban area with the hope of increasing

the density and livability of the area. It is important to remember that this design project is a prototype for what
Strip Malls could become, thus the design applies to urban and suburban areas. However, the program would

change depending on the area on which the project is built.

Estimated Population Served. Covering
1990 Census Tracts

1

mile radius

census tract 46.07
N census tract 46.03

Population

Census tract 46.07

7,741

Census tract 46.03

6,100

Census tract 47.06

8,189

.
M

N census tract 47.06

V

crs

6,
Total

1

mile

22,030/4 = 5,507 people

Total estimated population should be

'/4

of the total poppulation
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The design process looked at many ways of how to deal with the parked cars. This was one of the
biggest challenges of the project.

-Parking below ground:
It would have been unrealistic. The cost of construction would have doubled the
price of building a parking garage.

The expenses would have been focused on the car and not on the people.
-Parking Garage above ground:
It took over too much of the site. In order to fit more than 400 cars, the garage had
to be three stories high and it would have occupied more than a quarter of the
available land. This would make the garage the most visually dominating element
of the project. In other words, it would be a monument for the car.

-Separating the parking garage into several buildings to reduce its scale:
This was an inefficient way to deal with parking and circulation. It would have also
increased the cost of the project, and the expenses would have been again focused
on the car and not on people.

Solution:
-Surface parking:
This option gave me the opportunity to deal with what was existent. The solution
required the redesigned of the surface parking. In this way, spaces for new uses
were provided. This led to the design of the public plaza above the parking
ground.
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Parking requirements:
3.5 spaces per 1000 sq.ft of commercial, office and recreational space.
One private parking space for each housing unit

Area

New commercial and office space:

Required spaces

22,499 sq.ft

78 new spaces

Parking for apartments:

one per apt

30 new spaces

New community space:

10,368 sq.ft

36 new spaces

Fast food places:

8,000 sq.ft

28 spaces

Parking for existent mall

65,000 sq.ft

227 spaces

Total spaces required
The total number

369 spaces

of spaces in the new surface parking is of 456 spaces

The plaza and community functions

The site presented three drive through fast food restaurants and a corner bank. By eliminating these

restaurants and the bank, the surface of parking area increased. However, the drive through facilities where
replaced on the north and east side of the plaza. These new facilities where designed in such a way so that
it could serve cars and pedestrians (the public plaza above) as well.
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The kitchens for the fast food restaurants are located on the second floor (Plaza level), food is delivered down to cars by using a beetlevator (small elevator). The first floor contains a cashier office, storage space
and an eating area.

The same building form surrounds the Plaza on the north and east side in order to achieve continuity.
These buildings house drive through facilities, community functions and retail spaces. The buildings along the
plaza help to held the streets Oracle and Magee. This plaza also combines functions that create a participatory
arena for the whole community. These Functions are a market place, green areas, a running track, playgrounds,

sport grounds, basketball courts and tennis courts. Retractable fences surround the courts so that the entire
plaza could open up for bigger events. All these activities mixed with retail; housing and office spaces help

activate what once was a deserted void of asphalt and cars.

Housing, offices and new retail

On the west and south side, housing, offices and new retail surround the plaza. This created a

pedestrian street all along the existent strip mall. The first level of the west and south side, houses the
offices and the new retail spaces. The offices are located right below each housing unit.
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Each unit has its own private garage located right behind the office space and accessible from the
public parking. The garage, the office and the housing unit are connect each other by private staircases. In this
way, a working living environment is created.

The housing units are loft spaces with view to the pedestrian street and to the plaza. By having two

stories on each unit, private spaces of the house could be located away from the plaza. To give privacy to each
housing unit, they were raised 10 ft above the plaza. In order to give continuity to the project, the one bedroom
and three bedroom apartments were interlocked, and new facades were designed for the existent strip malls.

Circulation
-Each unit has its own stairway connecting it to the office and to the garage.

-Three elevators located in the west and south side, serve the apartments and the plaza.

-Four mechanical escalators and four wide stairs connect the lower level to the plaza. A
long canopy to invite and annunciate the importance of the plaza covers these entries.
-The entrances on the east and north sides have two access ramps to the plaza for fire
trucks and cars that help set up events.

-Service area is located behind the new retail stores.
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Human memories are generated around scenes from our environments. For this reason, our cities
need to provide livable settings for rich human experiences. We can not simply go back to the past. On one
side, the car will never retreat and on the other side, the craftman-like architecture built in small increments is

part of the past. Modern developments can not be ignored, concealed or denied. Therefore, as architects, we
need to explore new directions for instilling enthusiasm in the new American city. This project hopes to instill

that enthusiasm in Strip Malls. These new and very important elements of today's society cater 80% of their
site to the car. The surface parking they provide are usually underutilized and deserted. This vast areas of

asphalt represent an abuse of our land. This thesis tackels this areas, so that in the future, they could contribute

to a larger public order. We need to stop thinking about our land as if it were a commodity. Our landscape is
very valuable, whatever we create on it will have a direct effect on us.

For future development of this thesis, it would be ofgreat interest to find out what a real developer
may think of the project, and how feasible it would be to build it.
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facade facing the internal street (between strip mall & work/living space/new retail).
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2

housing above office space and garage.
section model of fast food restaurant (elevator showing).
section model showing plaza above parking lot, fast food restaurant and work/living space.

aerial view of the project.
facade of housing facing the plaza and private garage below.
3 relationship between housing unit and plaza.
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section of housing. Internal pedestrian street.
2 diagram of housing/office unit, internal street and plaza.

1
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Drive through store's section.
2 section of the plaza above the surface parking, and front facade of housing.
1
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sketch for office facade.
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sketch for strip mall's supermarket facade.
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2

perspective showing internal pedestrian street, offices, new retail and housing.
perspective showing drive through buildings from ground level.

2

1

2

first floor plan of one and three bedroom apts.
second floor plan of one and three bedroom apts.
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perspective showing housing from plaza level.
2 perspective showing courts & market place on the plaza.
1
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perspective showing running track, retail stores & playground on plaza level.
floor plan of office, private garage and retail store. Ground level.
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axonometric showing housing above garage & office.

2 perspective showing the plaza, running track, drive through stores facade from
plaza level, community services & new retail.
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first floor plan of drive through store.
2 second level floor plan of drive through store.
1
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interior of fast food drive through restaurant
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